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windows 7 is being developed in conjunction with hardware manufacturers,
including dell, fujitsu, hp, lenovo, toshiba and sony, and microsoft is expected
to unveil a number of new hardware partners. microsoft also announced the
formation of a new division, devices & studios, which will look to identify and
develop consumer hardware products that work with windows 7. the new os is
being billed as the first of a series of “post pc” operating systems that will
eventually replace desktop and laptop pcs. windows 7 is expected to be
available for download from today in 67 languages, including chinese, french,
german, japanese, korean and spanish. like chinese plus, chinese star also
includes the kingsoft powerword english-chinese / chinese-english dictionary.
it also includes several font editing and art utilities, and the entire manual is in
both english and chinese. the 16 included fonts are in big 5, gb2312 and
unicode, but i have not been able to obtain a list. the latest versions, chinese
star xp and chinese star mp, sell for about us $300. unfortunately,
development of richwin did not continue after windows 2000 was released.
once one of leading add-ins for enabling chinese in older versions of windows,
for many it was the only choice. although no longer necessary in 2000 or xp,
the developers could have offered enhancements such as additional input
methods, fonts and utilities, but they did not. three of their competitors have
attempted this: see chinese plus, chinese star and twinbridge in this section.
once one of the only choices for adding east asian languages to previous
versions of windows, twinbridge still offers some value by expanding on the
basic east asian capabilities of xp and 2000. for example, although the
twinbridge pinyin input method is quite similar to methods included with
windows xp, twinbridge also includes additional methods like english-to-
chinese that can be very useful at times. twinbridge also adds several fonts
and system utilities.
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Twinbridge Chinese Partner V6.5 Premium Edition
Fo

Twinbridge offers the most comprehensive English-to-Chinese input language
package. All the characters and input methods are available along with

modern and traditional Chinese input methods. (A) The package includes
several Windows fonts including True Type, OpenType, and bitmap fonts. The

available fonts include the basic one-character-per-character-set fonts for
Chinese, along with smaller and ornate fonts for Kanji, and two fonts that

include all the basic Chinese punctuation. (No input method for these fonts
yet, which would be nice.) The package contains over 40,000 Chinese

characters in total. (B) The program supports Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Arabic and Indian languages and user-defined input methods. Although the
package was originally developed for Windows, a Linux version is available
along with a Mac port. The product is easy to use and performs well. (E) The

program includes many extras like Chinese and Japanese dictionaries, the IME
dictionary, kana, and a spell checker. The user interface is streamlined,

although the menus are extensive. (F) Installation and uninstallation are very
simple, although it might take several minutes to install the fonts and

language packs. Note that once one product has been installed, the language
packs cannot be installed or removed without removing the installation files
first. Specialty: Language and Internationalization. Language mode: Unicode.

Ability to handle Unicode input, Unicode output, and Chinese (Traditional,
Simplified and Traditional). Unicode input and output string editor. Ability to
save a string as Unicode in order to support some commonly used Chinese

icons and characters. Option to view the Unicode, Traditional Chinese,
Simplified Chinese and Taiwanese Character sets. Ability to translate any
selected text between any two languages. Ability to perform searches and
substitutions in Unicode and Traditional Chinese. Ability to copy/paste non-

Unicode input into Unicode strings. Ability to use Unicode to build up a string
on-screen. Ability to display strings entered by Unicode or Traditional Chinese.

Ability to display strings for particular font types. Ability to display strings
entered by either the current or previous font. Ability to use different colored

fonts according to the current language. Ability to change the width of the
characters displayed on-screen. Ability to search for the last searched item
and display the related Unicode and/or Traditional Chinese strings. Ability to

directly create a unicode string for display at the current font. Ability to
copy/paste a highlighted unicode string to the paste buffer. Ability to show
Japanese input. Ability to quickly switch between Chinese, Japanese, and

Korean. Ability to quickly switch between Simplified and Traditional Chinese
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and Japanese. Ability to quickly switch between Vietnamese and Chinese.
Ability to quickly switch between English and Chinese. Ability to quickly switch
between Simplified and Traditional Chinese. Ability to quickly switch between

Traditional and Simplified Chinese. Ability to quickly switch between
Vietnamese and Chinese. Program size: 349 MB. Developer: Kingsoft. Version:

6.5. 5ec8ef588b
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